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ABSTRACT

escemet stripping automated endothelial keratoplasty (DSAEK) is a surgical procedure that
involves the transplant of the donor’s posterior
stroma, Descemet membrane, and endothelium to patients
with dysfunction of the corneal endothelium. In 2002,
another partial corneal transplant procedure called Descemet’s membrane endothelial keratoplasty (DMEK) was
introduced that only involves the transplantation of the
Descemet membrane and endothelium.1 In published studies of experienced surgeons, DMEK was shown to have
superior visual and refractive outcomes and less allograft
rejection but was associated with more frequent complications, including rebubbling and iatrogenic primary graft
failure.2-7 The preparation of the donor tissue for DMEK is
more demanding than in DSAEK and this, in addition to
the initial difficult learning curve, has led to a slow conversion to perform DMEK.8

Introduction: Descemet stripping automated endothelial
keratoplasty tissue thickness can be modified by various tissue
processing factors including microkeratome (MK) head size,
anterior chamber pressure (ACP), and cut pass duration.
Objective: Our primary objective was to evaluate how changes
in MK head size, ACP, and cut pass duration affect endothelial
cell counts and tissue thickness.
Methods: Donor corneas underwent tissue processing under various combinations of MK head size, ACP, and cut pass duration.
Endothelial cell density (ECD) and optical coherence tomography (OCT) were recorded both pre- and post-processing. We performed multivariable linear regression to determine if MK head
size, ACP, and cut pass duration were associated with change in
ECD or tissue cut depth as measured by OCT.
Results: 38 corneas underwent processing. For every 50 µm
increase in MK head size, 77.32 ± 6.71 µm more anterior tissue
was cut (p < 0.0001). For every 5 mmHg increase in ACP,
15.19 ± 6.59 µm more anterior tissue was cut (p=0.03). Cut pass
duration was not associated with tissue cut depth (p=0.19). MK
head size, ACP, and cut pass duration were not associated with
changes in ECD (all p > 0.05).

In 2009, ultrathin DSAEK was introduced to achieve thinner transplant tissue.9-12 Thinner DSAEK tissue resulted in
a higher percentage of patients with 20/20 vision, faster visual recovery, and fewer complications such as endothelial
cell loss, primary graft failure, and rejection rate compared
to DMEK.6 However, other studies reported increased
complications of perforation and endothelial cell damage
during processing of these tissues.11-13

Conclusions: Tissue processing parameters did not impact ECD.
MK head size and ACP did affect tissue cut depth and is likely
clinically significant.

Eye bank technicians process DSAEK tissue effectively
and safely.14-16 However, DSAEK preparation can have
varying quality as measured by graft failure, endothelial
cell density (ECD) and tissue thickness (TT).14 Multiple parameters in DSAEK tissue preparation, including
microkeratome (MK) head size, anterior chamber pressure
(ACP), and cut pass duration can be adjusted simultaneously. Eye bank technicians follow personal algorithms
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designed to help them achieve target post-processing
thicknesses with combinations of MK head sizes, removal
of the corneal epithelium, ACP changes, and cut pass duration in order to optimize outcomes and minimize complications or tissue loss.13

performed at multiple ACP levels, as measured in mmHg
by digital artificial ACP gauge (Med-Logics Inc, Athens,
TX). Three target ACP levels of 60 mmHg, 65mmHg, and
70mmHg were identified based on the range of pressures
typical for eye bank processing of DSAEK tissues at our
eye bank. Each ACP reading was allowed to stabilize prior
to DSAEK processing of the tissue.

Eye banks utilize specular microscopy and optical coherence tomography (OCT) to obtain ECD measurements and
TT, respectively, to assess tissue quality for surgical use.
Currently, we do not know how variations in the processing
conditions affect the quality and outcome of the processed
tissues. Therefore, the purpose of our study is to determine if changes in these conditions affect ECD or TT. We
also determined how TT changes over the first 24 hour
post-processing period.

The combinations of MK head size, ACP, and cut pass
duration are recorded in Table 1. After a single cut with
one of these MK head size/ACP/cut pass duration combinations, the anterior cap of each tissue was adhered back
to the residual stromal bed before the tissue was dismounted from the chamber, and the tissue was returned to the
storage media and viewing chamber. ECD and TT were
evaluated immediately after processed tissue was returned
to the storage media (n=38 of 38 corneas), 30 minutes
after processing (n=29 of 38 corneas), and 24 hours after
processing (n=38 of 38 corneas).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample/Processing: Human corneas were procured
according to standard local eye bank excision protocols (Eversight, Ann Arbor, Michigan; E1.220: In Situ
Corneal Excision Procedure). Tissues used in this study
were deemed ineligible based on donor criteria but did
not have tissue parameters that would have made them
ineligible. The tissues were preserved within a viewing
chamber filled with Optisol GS. Prior to processing, the
endothelium of each cornea was examined via slit lamp
(Haag Streit; 900.7.2.2590) and specular microscopy.
Endothelial cells were analyzed using specular microscopy (Konan Medical, Eye Bank Keratoanalyzer; Model#EKA-10) to document the presence of healthy cells on
each cornea and ECD was recorded. Additionally, tissues
were imaged with OCT (Carl Zeiss; OPMI MPU 235918)
to determine changes in the tissue cut depth by altering
the DSAEK preparation procedure.

Statistical Analysis: Multivariable linear regression was
performed to determine an association between MK head
size, ACP, and cut pass duration on ECD and tissue cut
depth differences. ECD was measured as the difference
between immediate post-processing ECD and pre-processing ECD. Change in tissue cut depth was measured as
the difference between the 24 hour post-processing OCT
measurement and pre-processing OCT measurement.
Paired t-tests were also used to determine differences in TT
measurements over time by OCT (immediately, 30 minutes
and 24 hours after processing) and differences in ECD
pre-processing and immediately post-processing.
All statistical analysis was performed using SAS 9.4 (SAS
Institute, Cary NC). Our study was powered at 80%. A
sample size of 33 was required to detect a 200 cells/mm2
difference in ECD. A sample size of 22 was required to
detect a 25 µm difference in OCT. A p-value <0.05 was
determined to be statistically significant.

All corneas underwent processing after being mounted on
an artificial anterior chamber (Moria ALTK, Doylestown,
PA) filled with balanced salt solution (BSS). The corneal
epithelium was not removed for tissue processing. Rotary
MKs with reusable heads were used to dissect the tissue.
The tissue was processed using MK head sizes as follows:
13 corneas processed using a 300 µm MK head size, 13
corneas processed using a 350 µm MK head size, and 12
corneas processed using a 400 µm MK head size. Each
grouping of MK head sizes included processing at specific cut pass durations that were timed via metronome.
Cut pass durations of 3, 4, 5, and 6 seconds were performed three to four times for each of three MK head size
groupings (300 µm, 350 µm, and 400 µm). Each of these
combinations of MK head size and cut pass duration were

RESULTS
Table 1 shows the number of tissues in each category of
MK head size, ACP, and cut pass duration (n=38). For
target ACP levels of 60 mmHg, actual ACP ranged from
59.3 to 60.5 mmHg, with an average ACP of 59.9 mmHg;
for the 65 mmHg target ACP level, actual ACP ranged
from 64.6 to 65.6 mmHg, with an average ACP of 65.2
mmHg; for the 70 mmHg target ACP level, actual ACP
ranged from 69.1 to 70.1 mmHg, with an average ACP of
69.5 mmHg.
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Table 1: Frequency (%) of tissues in each category of microkeratome (MK) head size, anterior chamber pressure (ACP), and cut
pass duration (total n=38).

Figure 1A shows the relationship of MK (microkeratome) head size
and depth of cut.

ECD before and after processing (n=38)
Change in ECD was not associated with MK head size,
ACP, or cut pass duration (all p>0.05). The pre-processing
ECD was 2310.24 ± 411.46 cells/mm2 compared to 2327.24
± 521.09 cells/mm2 for immediate post-processing ECD
(difference of 17 ± 395.4 cells/ mm2) (p=0.79).

Factors associated with TT (n=38)
In multivariable analysis, for every 50 µm increase in MK
head size, the change in tissue cut depth increased by 77.32
± 6.71 µm (p < 0.0001) (Figure 1A) For every 5 mmHg
increase in ACP, the tissue cut depth increased 15.19 ± 6.59
µm (p=0.03). (Figure 1B) Cut pass duration was not significantly associated with changes in tissue cut depth (p=0.19).

Figure 1B shows the relationship of pressure and depth of cut.
Boxplots display the interquartile range (IQR), including the lower
quartile/25th percentile (bottom of the box) and the upper quartile/75th percentile (top of the box), the median/50th percentile
(line within the box), the mean (dot within the box), the lower
fence/whisker (smallest observation within 1.5*IQR), the upper
fence/whisker (largest observation within 1.5*IQR), and outliers
(stars; observations located outside 1.5*IQR).

Tissue Thickness Changes Over 24 Hours (n=29)
Table 2 shows mean tissue cut depth measurements
pre-processing, immediate post-processing, 30 minutes
post-processing, and 24 hours post-processing. There was
Table 2. Mean OCT measurements (n=29)
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a mean difference of 20.72 ± 25.58 µm between immediate post-processing and 24 hour post-processing tissue cut
depth by OCT (p<0.001, n=29). There was a 17.59 ± 19.14
µm mean difference between immediate post-processing
and 30 minute post-processing tissue cut depth by OCT
(p<0.001, n=29). However, there was a non-significant
difference between 30 minute post-processing and 24 hour
post-processing tissue cut depth by OCT (p=0.47, n=29).

not affect post-processing tissue ECD. Current protocols
allowing for variations of these conditions do not appear to
affect tissue quality in terms of TT or ECD.
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